Collaborative workspaces
What are collaborative workspaces?
The collaborative workspaces are a new feature of mySociety that allows groups of people
to share files and information with each other. People in the group can upload and download
files to a cloud-based storage location, share a calendar, and messge each other via a
forum. Branch committee members can see members of their committee, a breakdown of
branch membership and details of guests booked on to their events.
What does it look like?
Once it is enabled, mySociety users will see a new item on their home page after logging in,
called “My Groups and Committees”. Alternatively, under the “Me and the RSB” menu, there
is an entry with the same name. Clicking on “My Groups and Committees” opens a list of all
the workspaces the user has access to.

Landing page
The workspace consists of a main content area and a sidebar with one or more widgets. The
exact configuration depends on whether or not the workspace is linked to a Committee and
what optional features (message board, group calendar) have been enabled.
Branch committees can see the following options:

1. Optionally, at the top of the branch details pane, custom text for each branch can be
added.
2. Branch landing page
3. Email address or link to Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn (Instagram is being added)
will also be shown here.
4. The current branch committee members are listed on this pane.
5. An extra set of navigation buttons allows the workspace to be changed to the cloud
drive, message forum or calendar view (if enabled). It also provides committee
members with an additional feature to view the list of branch members as well as
some statistics about branch membership.
6. If there are upcoming events for the branch, these will be listed in a widget in the
sidebar. Committee members can also access additional information about event
bookings by clicking on the event in question.

Viewing branch members
Branch committee members can click the
“View Members” button to see more
details about branch membership.
This information will load in the sidebar of
the branch page. Click on the red cross in
the top right-hand side to close the
Branch Members pane again.
The pane contains two sections. At the
top is the membership directory filtered
for members of the branch in question.
You can search this list in the same way
as the main membership directory and
the information shown here is the same
as in the membership directory.
This is essential in terms of data
protection: only users who have opted
into the membership directory are listed
and they are listed with the level of detail
they have chosen.
At the bottom of the pane is an overview
of branch membership by grade.

Event bookings
When opening a branch event page (by clicking on the event in the sidebar widget),
committee members can see an additional button “View Bookings”.

This opens a bookings overview page with three separate sections:
1. The list of completed bookings for that point in time, with the total cost and
outstanding balance for each booking.
2. Some summary statistics about the total number of bookings and members versus
non-members.
3. The totals per booking item (if applicable) for the event. Please note this includes
items from non-submitted bookings as well as completed bookings.

Sharing a file
All workspaces come with a cloud drive, which is a shared file repository where members of
the group can upload and download files, create new folders and delete files.

The cloud drive shows the files and folders in the workspace. Users can open a file or
folder by clicking on it. There are buttons to upload files, to create a new folder in the
currently opened folder, and to refresh (= reload) the file list from the cloud storage.
When hovering over a filename, two buttons will appear next to the filename. The first
button (i) will, when clicked, show some basic information about the file: the date it
was last changed, its size and its content type. The second button (x) is to delete the
file.
The message forum
If the message forum is enabled for a workspace, this will be loaded by default when
accessing the workspace. A message forum is a means to have an online conversation or
discussion within the group – the message forum is private to group members only.
Conversations or discussions are known as “threads”. The message forum shows threads in
reverse chronological order based on their last change, i.e. threads with most recent posts
first – except that “pinned” threads are always shown at the top of the list. Only the
mySociety administrator or users authorised as forum managers can pin and unpin threads.
The thread list shows the number of messages (also referred to as “posts”) in the forum as
well as the name of the user and the date for the last post in the thread. Click the date of the
last post to jump immediately to the last page.

1. Pinned threads can be identified by the pin symbol next to them. They remain at the
top of the list.
2. Users authorised as forum managers can lock threads. This prevents any new
messages or replies from being posted to the thread.
3. Threads that have unread messages have a green chevron next to them. Clicking the
chevron jumps to the first unread message in the thread.
Users can start a new thread by clicking the “New Thread” button. Clicking on a thread
title in the list of threads opens the list of messages for that thread.

1. At the top of the message list is a button bar:
New Message: Post a new message at the end of the thread.
Lock/Unlock: Lock or unlock this thread. In locked threads, no new messages can
be posted. Only the mySociety administrator or users authorised as forum managers
can lock or unlock threads.
Pin/Unpin: Pin this thread to the top of the thread list or unpin it. Only users
authorised as forum managers can pin or unpin threads.
Back to Threads: Go back to the list of threads.
Refresh: Reload the message list from the server.
2. Under each post are action buttons:
Edit: For a limited amount of time after posting a message, users can edit their own
message. A status line below the message will indicate this message has been
edited. In addition, the mySociety administrator or users authorised as forum
managers can edit any messages, for example in order to remove or amend
inappropriate content.
Quote: Post a reply to this message at the end of the thread. The original message is
quoted, so people can see what is being replied to.
Delete: For a limited amount of time after posting a message, users can delete their
own message. In addition, the mySociety administrator or users authorised as forum
managers can delete any messages, for example in order to remove inappropriate
content or messages violating posting rules.
3. Long messages are automatically truncated if they exceed a certain length. Such
messages show an ellipsis (…) symbol to indicate that they have been truncated.
The full message can be revealed by clicking the “(show all)” link.
Pagination controls allow you to page through the list of messages.
There are no restrictions on how many messages can be posted under each thread or
how many threads there can be, although this should be managed with some care to
avoid things becoming hard to find or follow.

The group calendar
When the optional calendar function is enabled for a workspace, a calendar is automatically
loaded in the sidebar.

1. At the top left-hand side of the calendar are buttons to move through the calendar.
2. Group users can add calendar entries, including private entries only visible to them.
3. The buttons at the top right-hand side allow users to change calendar view between
a month, week and day view and to reload the calendar from the server. There are
three types of calendar entries and they are colour coded to make it easier to
distinguish between them.
4. Any meetings entered in MARVIN by Head Office will automatically show up in the
calendar view. Group users cannot edit these entries. For branch committees,
upcoming branch events are also automatically added to the calendar.
5. Public group entries: these are calendar entries added by group users. Any group
user can add a calendar entry, either by using the button at (2) or by clicking an
empty space on the calendar.
6. Private entries: these are calendar entries added by a group user and marked as
private. Only the user who added these entries can see them in their calendar. They
are invisible to everyone else.

Adding Calendar events
Any group user can add entries to the group
calendar by clicking the button at (2) or by
clicking on an empty slot in the calendar.
When adding an event to the calendar, use
the “Full Day” switch to show the entry at
the top of the calendar in the “all day”
section. Otherwise provide start and end
times for the event.
A description is optional.
Use the “Private” switch to mark an entry as
private. Only the user who added these entries can see them in their calendar. They are
invisible to everyone else. Users can also edit entries they added to the calendar by clicking
on the event. This opens the edit dialogue again.
To delete an event, click on the event in the calendar to open the edit dialogue and
then click the “Delete this event” button at the bottom of the dialogue.
When clicking events that are not the user’s own entries, a dialogue opens with event
details. From this dialogue, users can add the event to their own calendar application
by using the “Add to Calendar” dropdown and selecting their calendar application.
Please note that this functionality is offered as-is: many calendar applications do not
publish formal methods for adding events and functionality may change in between
application releases.

